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Larry James Sta Maria, Indirect Tax Director of
Deloitte Malaysia, delivered the opening speech at
the recent Sales Tax and Service Tax (SST) Update
Seminar and kicked off the session covering the
latest updates and changes on service tax
legislation.
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Over 50 participants were present for the Service Tax
and Sales Tax Seminar, with our Tax experts
presenting and sharing the recent technical
developments on SST, as well as addressing other
related topics, including the upcoming service tax on
foreign digital services.
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Tan Eng Yew, Indirect Tax Leader of Deloitte
Malaysia, shared the key areas in identifying
business processes impacted by the updated SST
legislation. Our speakers also provided highlights on
the current Royal Malaysian Customs Department
(RMCD) from their various presentations and
discussions that have arisen since the
implementation of Service Tax.
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Nicholas Lee, Indirect Tax Associate Director of
Deloitte Malaysia, kicked off the afternoon on sales
tax, addressing the recent sales tax legislation and
highlighting issues currently impacting different
industries in obtaining sales tax exemptions and the
operational practicality to fulfil the requirements,
among other issues.
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